TRAINING COURSES FEEDBACK
Here’s what people who came on our courses had to say;
‘Really interesting course and I feel I have
learned a lot and wish to continue learning.’
‘Really well-organised and well-designed
course. Lots of info but also lots of practice.’
‘The tutor was great, the time flew by very
quickly and I really enjoyed myself. ’
‘Very informative and good course. Well
structured and taught.’
‘Dominic was very friendly and charismatic –
he made the course very interesting and practical. I had no prior grass identification skills before
the course therefore I found the course accessible for a beginner.’
‘I have increased my grass ID knowledge by more than 100%!’
‘Refreshed old knowledge and learned new grasses’
‘Dominic was an excellent and very knowledgeable tutor. I thoroughly enjoyed the course.’
‘As ever, the delivery of the course
was brilliant. Dom creates a fun,
interesting
and
warm
learning
environment as well as sharing
priceless knowledge with us.’
‘I feel more confident in identifying a
range of species, which wasn’t the
case before attending’
‘My twig collection is now on display
in the Ecology Consultancy office
where
staff
are
testing
their
knowledge and the book has been
very well received. Thanks again
to Dominic and Leif. ‘

‘I thought it was great – good location, right
amount of trees taught (anymore and I might’ve
started to lose concentration, any less and I
might’ve been a bit disappointed). ‘
‘I thought it was a well presented course, it felt
nice and informal while I learned a relatively
formal identification method, which I much
approve of. The tutors were very open to
questions and enquiries. Thumbs up all round.’
‘Dom has a great way of imparting knowledge.
Humour makes things easier to remember! ‘
‘Just right for an audience of mixed knowledge
levels’
‘A very interesting day and a great follow on from the grassland course. The handouts were
particularly useful.’
‘Thank you ever so much for the great course! I’ve thoroughly enjoyed myself and I feel like I’ve
learned a lot. Well Done!’
‘Fantastic course, pitched at right level for me’
‘Very interesting and well presented, thank you!’
‘Excellent course. The teacher was very good indeed, and I thoroughly enjoyed the course’
‘I learnt some brilliant identification tips to take away with me and it was good to learn about
where you are likely to find species and which ones are indicators of good habitat/NVC
communities’
‘Really enjoyable course, felt like I learnt a
lot which has really stuck since using it out
in the field on my own. Not too many
species that make it overwhelming.’
‘Excellent course, thank you! I will definitely
recommend this course to others.’
‘Genuinely spot on, tutor was incredibly
attentive to individual knowledge levels’
‘Informal approach, Knowledgeable tutor,
good area for trees and bats and to get
real world examples’

‘Thanks for a well delivered and interesting course.’
‘It was great to meet other people from other organisations etc. and discussing a variety
of other ecological topics with them too. Overall I really enjoyed the day.’
‘Easy going and chatty style of the course leader – great to be able to ask questions as we
went along.’
‘I thought it was a good mix of presentations and practical elements.’
‘I really liked this course, I felt that the down to earth honest approach refreshing, and
that we were talked to as equals whose experiences could contribute to the teaching
programme.’
‘The tutor was great, the time flew by very quickly and I really enjoyed myself. ’
‘Very informative and good course. Well structured
and taught.’
‘Fantastic course, pitched at right level for me’
‘Really interesting course, stimulating and engaging’
‘I really enjoyed the course and found it much more
useful than courses I have attended recently’
‘Just wanted to say thank you for such an enjoyable
and interesting day. Dominic is always such an
excellent and relaxed tutor, who can even make
learning grasses so enjoyable.’
‘Dominic is a brilliant teacher, it's the quirks one
remembers well, not keys.’

